ABSTRACT: A combined strategy based on the computation of absorption energies, using the ZINDO/S semiempirical method, for a statistically relevant number of thermally sampled configurations extracted from QM/MM trajectories is used to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the structures of the different early intermediates (dark, batho, BSI, lumi) involved in the initial steps of the rhodopsin photoactivation mechanism and their optical spectra. A systematic analysis of the results based on a correlation-based feature selection algorithm shows that the origin of the color shifts among these intermediates can be mainly ascribed to alterations in intrinsic properties of the chromophore structure, which are tuned by several residues located in the protein binding pocket. In addition to the expected electrostatic and dipolar effects caused by the charged residues (Glu113, Glu181) and to strong hydrogen bonding with Glu113, other interactions such as π-stacking with Ala117 and Thr118 backbone atoms, van der Waals contacts with Gly114 and Ala292, and CH/π weak interactions with Tyr268, Ala117, Thr118, and Ser186 side chains are found to make non-negligible contributions to the modulation of the color tuning among the different rhodopsin photointermediates.
INTRODUCTION
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) constitute a large family of transmembrane proteins, whose primary function consists in mediating cellular responses to a wide range of extracellular stimuli, thus being key components of a broad variety of biological signal transduction pathways. These receptors share a highly homologous fold characterized by a common seven transmembrane helix architecture, and present a conformational equilibrium between inactive and active conformations that is modulated by the selective binding of different ligands. 1 The visual pigment rhodopsin is a highly specialized member of the GPCR family found in vertebrate rod cells. Rhodopsin is able to capture and convert light into a chemical signal, in what constitutes the first step of vision. 2 In the dark-state, its natural ligand (11-cis-retinal) acts as a strong inverse agonist and is covalently linked to residue Lys296 of transmembrane helix 7 (TM7) of the opsin protein via a protonated Schiff base (PSB). 3, 4 The ultrafast and efficient photoinduced isomerization of the retinal chromophore, from 11-cis-to all-trans (Scheme 1), inside the binding pocket initiates a cascade of conformational changes that ultimately leads to receptor activation and subsequent downstream signaling. 5 Several spectroscopically distinguishable intermediates involved in the rhodopsin photoactivation mechanism have first been detected using UV/visible spectroscopy. Although the sequences of spectroscopically distinct species that have been identified either employing time-resolved techniques at physiological temperature 6, 7 or steady-state experiments at low temperature 8, 9 are not completely identical, a mechanism involving a sequential decay between the experimentally detected intermediates is the most commonly accepted model ( Figure 1 ). 10 Light absorption by the chromophore triggers the transition from dark state rhodopsin to a first photointermediate, photorhodopsin, whose formation is characterized by a very fast rate (within 200 fs) 11 and a very high quantum yield (0.65). 12 Subsequently, photorhodopsin thermally relaxes within a few picoseconds to a new short-lived intermediate, bathorhodopsin, which in turn, on a nanosecond time scale, gives rise to the so-called blue-shifted intermediate, BSI, before it decays to form lumirhodopsin. Lumirhodopsin's structural relaxation takes place on a longer time scale (microseconds) to give rise to another intermediate, metarhodopsin I, which is the precursor of the active conformation, metarhodopsin II, required for the coupling of the G protein transducin to the receptor. 13, 14 On basis of the experimental measurements at physiological temperature, 6 the early intermediates in the photocycle can be characterized and easily distinguished by their absorption maxima; while bathorhodopsin (529 nm, 2.34 eV) displays a red-shifted maximum with respect to the one of dark-state rhodopsin (498 nm, 2.49 eV), BSI has a maximum at 477 nm (2.60 eV), and lumirhodopsin absorbs at a similar wavelength (490 nm, 2.53 eV) as the darkstate.
The publication of the first crystal structure of rhodopsin in its dark-adapted state has been a major contribution toward a better understanding of the first steps of the visual cascade. 3, 4 The structures of some of the intermediates in the rhodopsin photocycle have also been determined more recently. 15−17 These crystallographic studies have provided a structure-based framework, contributing to the interpretation of spectroscopic measurements as well as allowing the rationalization and validation of previous theoretical predictions. In addition, insightful structural information in realistic environments and mimicking physiological conditions has been extracted from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 18−22 Furthermore, the detailed atomistic understanding gained from these studies has been combined with comprehensive information on the specific thermal stability ranges and temporal intervals corresponding to each of the early photointermediates of the visual transduction pathway to infer many relevant structural details regarding the orientation and adjustment of the retinal PSB inside the protein binding pocket upon photon absorption. Several biophysical techniques such as Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR), 23−25 circular dichroism (CD), 26 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 27−29 and resonance Raman spectroscopy 30,31 have been utilized to this end. On the other hand, rhodopsin crystal structures, while rich in 3D structural information, represent single conformational states and therefore must be viewed as static pictures forming part of a yet to be built "dynamic movie" able to increase our understanding of the factors that regulate activation and spectral tuning along the rhodopsin photocycle. 32 Color tuning in retinal proteins, especially the so-called opsin shift, 33 has been the subject of numerous experimental 34−41 and theoretical studies. 42−50 These studies, in general, consider three main contributions to explain the origin of the spectral shifts: (i) structural distortions of the chromophore enforced by steric constraints inside the protein binding pocket, (ii) electrostatic influence of the counterion on the chromophore to balance its positive charge, and (iii) interactions between the chromophore and the remaining polar amino acids constituting the active site. Several variables have been used to quantify the relevance of these different contributions. In particular, it has been suggested that the degree of conjugation of the chromophore unsaturated polyene chain (measured by the single/double bond length alternation, BLA), the deviation from planarity (reflected as the variation of different torsion angles forming part of the chromophore molecular structure), the deviation from linearity (calculated from the end-to-tail distance), and the alteration of the distance between the counterion (Glu113) and the retinal PSB are the dominant contributors affecting the color tuning mechanism in rhodopsin.
Nevertheless, not all of these studies agree on the relative importance displayed by individual contributions and, even more, the weight of different residues to those contributions. Experimental studies are limited, as they require protein structural modifications through individual mutations, while theoretical studies are usually restricted to the investigation of only one configuration, without proper statistical sampling of the different contributions. Moreover, although a great part of them have focused on the differences in color tuning mechanisms between rhodopsin and other retinal proteins, a systematic study of the factors that selectively modulate retinal absorption in rhodopsin during the initial events of the visual cascade has not been undertaken, and therefore, a direct relation between the structural changes caused by the relaxation of the photoexcited chromophore upon isomerization and the corresponding optical shifts observed for the intermediates involved in the very early steps of the rhodopsin photoactivation mechanism has not been established yet.
To shed light on the factors that determine spectral tuning along the different intermediates in the early steps of the rhodopsin photocycle, we used a strategy based on combining classical and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/ MM) MD simulations to take advantage of the strengths of both methodologies. This combined approach allowed us to obtain a dynamical picture of the structural changes involved in the various transitions between the early intermediates (by means of classical MD) as well as to properly describe (using QM/MM MD) the influence of environmental effects created by the surrounding protein residues on the geometrical features of the chromophore in the different photointermediates, the latter being a necessary condition to obtain accurate absorption energies. Furthermore, this strategy permitted us to take into account thermal fluctuations in the structure of both chromophore and protein, and therefore to adequately describe the effects caused by these fluctuations on the spectral bands of the different intermediates while allowing a proper sampling of all statistically relevant configurations of the system.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For each of the four early photointermediates identified in our previous classical MD study, 19 a 5 ps QM/MM Car−Parrinello MD simulation was carried out using the CPMD package. 51 In all the simulations, the electronic structure of the QM subsystem, formed by the retinal PSB and the Lys296 side chain up to the Cδ atom, was described within the density functional theory (DFT) formalism using the PBE exchange-correlation functional, 52 while the remaining atoms, belonging to the MM part, were considered at the classical level. The AMBER/parm99 force field 53 was employed to model standard protein residues, whereas water molecules were described using the TIP3P model. 54 Force field parameters for nonstandard residues and lipids from previous studies 22, 55 were also used. Valence electrons were described using a plane-wave expansion up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 75 Ry, and soft norm-conserving Martins−Troullier pseudopotentials 56 were employed to represent the interactions between the valence electrons and the ionic cores. A capping hydrogen atom was used to saturate the electronic density of the QM region at the Cδ atom. Long-range electrostatic effects between MM atoms were described using the P3M method 57 with a real space cutoff of 10 Å. Electrostatic interactions between QM and MM regions were taken into account by means of a fully Hamiltonian hierarchical coupling scheme, 58−60 whereas bonded and van der Waals interactions between both subsystems were described at the force field level. The inherent periodicity in the plane-wave calculations was circumvented, solving Poisson's equation for nonperiodic boundary conditions, 61 while periodic boundary conditions were retained for the classical simulation box. The propagation of the equations of motion was performed within the Car−Parrinello scheme 62 using a fictitious electron mass of 500 au and a time step of 0.12 fs. Simulations were carried out in the canonical (NVT) ensemble. A Nose−Hoover chain of thermostats 63 with a coupling frequency of 2000 cm −1 was employed to maintain the temperature at 300 K. Data for analyses, 200 equally spaced snapshots, were collected over the last part of each trajectory.
The accuracy of density functional theory (DFT) functionals for retinal systems has been assessed in some recent theoretical studies. 64, 65 In particular, it has been shown 65 for a series of structurally modified 11-cis-retinal chromophores that multiconfigurational second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2)-based geometries agree reasonably well with the ones obtained using other correlated ab initio methods such as Møller−Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2), local second-order approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles (LCC2), as well as DFT approaches. Theoretical studies have also been performed on the dark state of 11-cis-retinal in rhodopsin using Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) methodologies. 64 In these studies, it has been reported that VMC and DFT-based geometries present similar features if a reliable QM/MM coupling scheme is employed.
Vertical excitation energies for the different photointermediates were calculated using the ZINDO/S semiempirical method 66 implemented in Gaussian09. 67 This method has been calibrated on a large set of compounds, and its parameters have been optimized to give accurate excitation energies for the calculation of absorption spectra in the visible range. In particular, it has been reported that the application of the ZINDO/S methodology to the computation of vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths on retinal and related polyenals provides results in very good agreement with the experiments. 68 The excitation energies of the four lowest roots were computed and weighted with their corresponding oscillator strengths to build the ZINDO absorption spectra.
A two-step protocol was employed to identify the electronic and geometrical features that determine the spectral shifts between the different photointermediates. In a first step, the dimensionality of the set of variables originally considered was reduced using a feature selection algorithm, and subsequently, the causal structure of this reduced subset of variables was investigated.
The Correlation Based Feature Selection (CBFS) algorithm implemented in the Weka machine learning package 69 was employed to perform attribute selection in order to filter irrelevant, redundant, and noisy geometrical features, thus enabling the subsequent application of causality inference techniques. CBFS is a filter algorithm able to identify the best subset of features from a given data set such that variables highly correlated with the target, yet being uncorrelated to each other, are selected. 70 It ranks feature subsets according to a correlation-based evaluation function:
where CBFS S is the heuristic merit of the subset S containing k features, ⟨r ft ⟩ is the mean feature-target correlation ( f ϵ S), and ⟨r ff ⟩ is the average feature−feature correlation. Therefore, the numerator of this equation provides an indication of the predictive ability of a given subset of features while the denominator gives a measure of the redundancy among that group of features. In our analysis, we followed a BestFirst forward selection strategy to search the attribute space and find optimal subsets. We used an initial set of descriptors that included the single/double bond length alternation, BLA, of the unsaturated polyene chain, as well as all intramolecular (within chromophore), and intermolecular distances, angles, and dihedrals that involve heavy atoms in the chromophore and the surrounding residues. BLA was calculated as the sum of all formal single-bond lengths minus the sum of all formal double-bond lengths along the conjugated chain between C5 and N atoms. We used the PC-LiNGAM algorithm 71 to infer causal relationships between variables and to estimate the underlying causal structure of our models. This algorithm combines two different approaches, the weakness of the one being the strength of the other: PC (Peter− Clark), 72 which assumes that variables follow multivariate normal distributions and fails in distinguishing between conditional independence equivalent models, and LiNGAM (Linear Non-Gaussian Acyclic Model), 73 which fails if applied to data that are partially Gaussian. We estimated conditional independences between variables by means of the Fisher's z-transform, all statistical tests being performed using a significance level of 0.001.
To determine the physical nature of some of the more relevant interactions between the chromophore and the surrounding protein residues, we employed the NCI (Non-Covalent Interactions) index, 74, 75 which provides an intuitive and visual way to detect weak interactions in chemical systems. This approach is based on the analysis of the electron density, ρ, and its reduced gradient, s, where
and permits highlighting interactions characterized by a low-density regime. The analysis of the second derivatives of the density along the main axis of variation allows distinguishing between different interaction types. In particular, nonbonded interactions, such as steric repulsion, are identified by the positive sign (λ 2 > 0) of the second eigenvalue, λ 2 , of the electron density Hessian matrix; bonding interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, are characterized by a negative sign (λ 2 < 0); van der Waals interactions present a negligible density overlap that gives λ 2 ≅ 0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our previous study about the role of dimerization in rhodopsin signal transduction, 19 we have provided a dynamical picture of the geometrical changes that take place in the protein binding pocket as a consequence of chromophore relaxation upon light absorption. We were able to identify several intermediates within a few tens of nanoseconds following photoexcitation by following the time-evolution of appropriately defined structural order parameters. In particular, the distance between the ionone ring of the chromophore and Ala169 was used to this end ( Figure 2) . Remarkably, the time scales corresponding to the lifetimes of these inactive intermediates involved in the early steps of the rhodopsin signal transduction pathway are in good agreement with those experimentally determined. 76, 77 However, in spite of this good agreement, a conclusive and unambiguous assignment of the different intermediates identified in the simulations with the ones experimentally detected requires the calculation of the optical absorption as a primary experimental quantity. Furthermore, the demonstration of this correspondence between the experimentally measured and the theoretically identified intermediates would also support the validity of the structural model obtained for BSI, for which no X-ray structure is available. In the current study, the protocol described below was followed as an attempt to establish a one-to-one correspondence between these intermediates and the most reliable primary experimental quantity available: the absorption energy. Initially, DFT-based Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, one for each of the early photointermediates (dark, batho, BSI, lumi), were carried out using selected snapshots extracted from our previous classical MD study 19 as starting configurations. This approach permits the generation of a significant number of thermally sampled conformations while maintaining the accuracy required to obtain reliable results in the geometrical features of the retinal PSB. 78, 79 Subsequently, vertical electronic excitation energies between the ground state (S 0 ) and the first excited singlet state (S 1 ) were computed utilizing the ZINDO/ S method, whose ability to get reliable results in this system has recently been validated, 80 for a converged number of configurations extracted from the QM/MM trajectories. Finally, the computed excitation energies were used to build the absorption spectra for the different intermediates, from which the values corresponding to the different absorption maxima for each photointermediate were determined and directly compared to the ones measured in experiments at physiological temperature.
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3.1. Optical Spectra of Rhopodsin Early Photointermediates. ZINDO/S excitation energies for the different intermediates (200 snapshots were extracted from each QM/ MM trajectory) were calculated on model systems composed by the chomophore together with all protein residues at a distance shorter than 5 Å from every atom of the retinal PSB (about 40 residues comprising 720 atoms). The optical spectra that correspond to these extended models (EM) are displayed in Figure 3 , while the excitation energy values associated with the absorption maxima for each intermediate, and their relative shifts are reported in Table 1 . Remarkably, the broadening of the spectral bands displayed in Figure 3 is in good agreement with the one obtained when the same number of equally spaced snapshots extracted from much longer classical MD trajectories is employed to compute the absorption spectra (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information), which corroborates the adequate convergence of the spectral properties obtained from the QM/ MM MD simulations in spite of their relatively shorter sampling time. As shown in Table S1 in Supporting Information, using a single configuration for each photointermediate does not give accurate results and the calculation of the absorption maxima by averaging along the dynamics is required. Inspection of the data presented in Table 1 reveals that, in spite of the approximate nature of the Hamiltonian employed by ZINDO/S, the agreement between the values computed using the extended models and the ones experimentally determined is remarkably good. The excitation energies are consistently underestimated by about 0.1 eV. Thus, not only qualitative trends, going from the red-shifted absorption maximum computed for bathorhodopsin to the blue-shifted one found for BSI, but also relative optical shifts between intermediates are well reproduced, which strongly supports the assignment of the structurally different species identified in the simulations with the experimentally detected ones.
To estimate the influence of individual residues on the ZINDO/S electronic excitation energies and therefore probe their effect on the vertical absorption, we performed a depletion analysis according to which the residues included in the extended models (EM) were removed one at a time. The results of this analysis for every intermediate, depicted in Figure  4 as energy differences relative to the original model without deletions, reveal that the two negatively charged amino acids (Glu113 and Glu181) and also Ala292 make significant contributions to the total excitation energies, their presence causing a blue-shift in the optical spectra as evident from their negative ΔE values. An opposite and smaller effect is observed upon deletion of residues Gly114, Ala117, Thr118, Ser186, Cys187, and Tyr268, which present positive ΔE values, while the contributions of all remaining amino acids is very small (lower than 0.01 eV). The negligible effect caused by the latter set of residues was further verified by means of additional ZINDO/S spectral calculations performed on the reduced model (M9) displayed in Figure 5 in which only the amino acids that contribute with values greater than 0.01 eV were included. The results from these calculations are also collected in Table 1 , where the values associated with the absorption maxima for the various intermediates and their relative shifts are reported. Interestingly, in a previous theoretical study, 81 many of the residues mentioned above were found to modify the absorption spectra in dark state rhodopsin in a similar way as reported here, thus serving as further validation of the methodology here employed, the only exceptions being Gly114, Cys187, and Ala295 that were not considered in that study. The convergence of the absorption energy values with respect to the system size is displayed in Figure 6 , which clearly shows that the spectral shifts between different intermediates are already present to a large extent when the minimal M0 model that only contains the Lys296 and the chromophore itself is used in the calculations. This fact suggests that the origin of the color tuning between the rhodopsin photointermediates can be mainly ascribed to changes in intrinsic properties of the retinal PSB, its structural features and charge distribution being modulated by the nearest protein environment. On the other hand, it is also evident from Figure 6 that the enlargement of the original model through the inclusion of Glu113 causes a blue-shifting effect in the optical spectra that is gradually increased by the consecutive addition of Glu181 and Ala292, and finally compensated in part by the presence of other residues (Gly114, Ala117, Thr118, etc.) that promotes a smooth red-shift in the spectra until system size convergence is reached at model size M9.
3.2. Determinants of the Spectral Shifts between Rhodopsin Early Photointermediates. The above-mentioned results imply that all structural determinants that modulate the color tuning between the rhodopsin early intermediates are likely to be present in our reduced model (M9). Therefore, we decided to investigate the electronic and geometrical features that cause the spectral shifts between the different photointermediates based on this model. This is an ambitious objective mainly due to two reasons. First, because the problem of inferring causal relations between variables from purely observational data is a very challenging issue that requires the usage of sophisticated algorithms. Second, owing to the very large number of geometrical features (distances, angles, and dihedrals) that emerges even from our reduced model, which makes it nonviable to reliably solve the causality problem unless using attribute selection techniques to reduce the dimensionality of the original set. In particular, the set of attributes that fully characterizes the spatial relationships between the constituents of this model is formed by more than 4 × 10 6 descriptors. This set includes the single/double bond length alternation (BLA) of the unsaturated polyene chain, as well as all intramolecular (within chromophore), and intermolecular distances, angles, and dihedrals that involve heavy atoms in the chromophore and the surrounding residues. We used Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CBFS), 70 a filter algorithm that ranks feature subsets according to a correlation based heuristic evaluation function (see Computational Details section for details), to solve the dimensionality reduction problem. The bias of this evaluation function is toward subsets that contain attributes that are highly correlated with the target, the absorption spectra, while uncorrelated with each other. In this way, irrelevant, redundant, and noisy attributes are screened out, therefore allowing the identification of a representative subset of features that globally maintains a predictive ability similar to the one presented by the original set. Using this strategy, we were able to identify the relevant features contained in the highly correlated original set. Only 13 descriptors survived after application of the attribute selection protocol. The degree of correlation between the ZINDO/S electronic excitation energies and each of these descriptors is displayed in Figure 7 (features 1−13) . The largest correlation coefficients were found for the BLA (0.78), for the γ(CDGlu181−SGCys187−CTyr268-C17) torsion angle, which gives a measure of the arrangement of the β-ionone ring relative to the position of the polyene chain and the location of the Glu181 (0.71), and for the γ(CBGlu113− CGGlu181−CDGlu181-NTyr268) torsion angle, which gives an idea of the orientation of Glu181 with respect to the chromophore and the other residues in the binding site (0.69).
Other geometrical features that, in previous studies, have been suggested to affect the spectral tuning mechanism in the rhodopsin family of photoreceptors: (i) the head-to-tail distance, (ii) the γ(C5−C6−C7−C8) torsion angle, and (iii) the distance between the Cδ atom of the counterion (Glu113) and the N atom of the retinal PSB were also added to this reduced set of descriptors in order to investigate causal relationships between them, even if no relevant correlation, 0.14, (see Figure 7 , features 14−16) was found for the latter. Causality was inferred using the PC-LiNGAM algorithm, 71 which has been reported to work well to estimate dependency structures in linear acyclic causal networks with arbitrary (both Gaussian and non-Gaussian) distributions. This algorithm determines whether a particular variable influences another and, therefore, can be used to discover the Markov Blanket (MB) of a given variable, which is formed within this context by its parents, its children, and its children's other parents. The MB of our target variable (the absorption spectra) together with the edge strengths, which characterize how important the relationship between different features is, is displayed in Figure  8 . The causal graph displayed in this figure, which was built after standardization (zero mean and unit variance) of all the variables, clearly indicates the important role played by the BLA and some of the C−C bond distances that appear in its definition in tuning the spectral properties of the early intermediates along the rhodopsin photocycle. A statistically significant influence on the absorption spectra was also found for the γ(CDGlu181−SGCys187−CTyr268−C17) and γ(CBGlu113−CGGlu181−CDGlu181−NTyr268) torsion angles that, as mentioned above, give an indication of the arrangement of the β-ionone ring and the Glu181 with respect to the location of the polyene chain of the chromophore and the other residues in the binding pocket. The average value of the characteristic features shown in Figure 8 in the different photointermediates, as well as their effects on the corresponding optical spectra relative to the dark-state, are displayed in Table 2 .
To get a deeper understanding on how the protein environment influences the absorption spectra through effects on the BLA, we also built the MB of that variable (BLA). Moreover, we also inferred the MB of all geometrical features that affect BLA or any of the other variables that were found (Figure 8 ) to tune the spectral properties of the rhodopsin early photointermediates. To this end, we used a procedure similar Figure  8 for the Different Photointermediates to the one outlined above when the absorption spectra were employed as target variable, i.e., feature selection followed by causality inference. The addition of these new variables and their connection strengths (Figure 9 ) to the original graph give a more complete picture of the mechanisms that cause the color tuning between rhodopsin photointermediates and evidence the role played by the residues included in our final model (M9). As shown in Figure 9 , key distances between the atoms that constitute the polyene chain of the chromophore are altered by the location and orientation of various of these active site residues, which in turn directly or indirectly (through BLA modifications) modulate the optical spectra.
The quantitative knowledge of the dependencies between the variables that compose this causal graph allows the generation of a structural model able to link the structural parameters obtained from the MD simulations with their corresponding excitation energies. Thus, the ZINDO/S excitation energy for a given snapshot extracted from the MD trajectories can be inferred from a simple linear combination of the geometrical descriptors that, according to our analysis, cause a direct effect on the spectra:
where d 1 , d 2 are the d(C9−C10) and d(C11−C12) distances (measured in Å) and γ 1 , γ 2 are the γ(CBGlu113−CGGlu181− CDGlu181−NTyr268) and γ(CDGlu181−SGCys187− CTyr268−C17) torsion angles (given in degrees), respectively. E is the ZINDO/S predicted excitation energy (in eV), and the coefficients required for its estimation are reported in Table 3 .
The predictive ability of this model was investigated using frames extracted from both the QM/MM and classical MD simulations reported above. The tests performed (see Supporting Information for details) indicate a high predictive power and reliability of this structural model and, therefore, support the usage of the aforementioned equation to estimate ZINDO/S excitation energies from this small set of geometrical descriptors within the range in which this equation has been validated.
3.3. Nature of the Interactions Responsible for the Color Tuning between Rhodopsin Early Photointermediates. As already suggested by the results from the depletion analysis previously described, the connections between the different geometrical features that form the causal graph in Figure 9 demonstrate that the spectral tuning between the early intermediates in the rhodopsin photocycle is mainly governed by modifications in intrinsic properties of the chromophore structure itself, which is altered by changes in the intermolecular interactions between the retinal PSB and the surrounding residues as a consequence of the structural relaxation that takes place in the chromophore upon photoinduced isomerization. The effect of the charged residues (Glu113, Glu181) on the C9−C10, C12−C13, C14−C15, and C15−NZ distances (see Figure 9 ) can be expected to be mostly electrostatic, although dipolar interactions could also play an important role. To reveal the nature of the interactions between the chromophore and the other protein residues identified as relevant in our study, we carried out an NCI (noncovalent interactions) analysis 74 on the structures in the absorption maxima of the various photointermediates. The NCI index is based on the electron density, ρ, and its derivatives and enables visualizing and distinguishing both stabilizing and destabilizing noncovalent interactions. As shown in Figure 10 for the case of dark-state rhodopsin, the results of the NCI analysis evidence that, in addition to the strong hydrogen bond formed with Glu113, other interactions such as π-stacking with Ala117 and Thr118 backbone atoms, van der Waals contacts with Gly114 and Ala292, and CH/π weak hydrogen-bond interactions with Tyr268, Ala117, Thr118, and Ser186 side chains are also involved in chromophore stabilization. Similar kinds of interactions were found when the same analysis was performed on the other intermediates (batho, BSI, and lumi).
Remarkably, although the similarity in amino acid sequence between rhodopsin and other visual pigments such as red, green, and blue cones pigments is low (about 40%), 82 many of the residues that according to our analysis modulate the spectral tuning between the early rhodopsin photointermediates are highly conserved in all pigments. As shown in Figure  11 , only a few but crucial differences are present in key residues. These differences can provide a rationale for the spectral shifts between the visual pigments. On the one hand, the experimentally found blue-shifting effect of A292S and A117G mutations 83 contributes to the rationalization of the absorption maximum reported for blue cone (2.91−2.99 eV), 84−86 which is blue-shifted with respect to the one of dark-state rhodopsin (2.49 eV). On the other hand, the mutation of Glu181 into either His or Tyr should diminish the important blue-shifting effect in the optical spectra we found associated to the Glu residue. This mutation could partially Figure 9 . Causal graph inferred from the data using the PC-LiNGAM algorithm. Intramolecular features that cause a direct effect on BLA are depicted in blue, while intermolecular ones, whose effect is indirect, are colored in red. The edge strength indicates the relative magnitude of the dependency between two variables, given the other interrelationships. γ 1 and γ 2 are used to abbreviate γ(CBGlu113− CGGlu181−CDGlu181−NTyr268) and γ(CDGlu181−SGCys187− CTyr268−C17) torsion angles, respectively. 84 cones. The blue-shifting effect created by the A292S mutation would compensate in some degree the opposite effect caused by Glu181 mutation and explain why the absorption maximum experimentally found for green cones is blue-shifted with respect to the one measured for red cones. Therefore, the picture that emerges from the sequence alignment between rhodopsin, and blue, green, and red cone pigments insinuates that the residues which we found to be responsible for the color tuning between rhodopsin early photointermediates could also play a similar role in the spectral shifts observed between different visual pigments. This suggests that modifications in the interactions between these key amino acids and the chromophore, either due to mutations of some key residues or simply owing to alterations in the surrounding residues able to change the hydrogen-bond pattern between the active site members, may be the characteristic mechanism used by retinal proteins to tune their spectral properties.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a one-to-one correspondence between the structures of the intermediates involved in the early steps of the rhodopsin photocycle (dark, batho, BSI, lumi) and their optical spectra was established. To this end, a combined strategy based on the computation of absorption energies, using the ZINDO/ S semiempirical method, for a statistically relevant number of configurations extracted from QM/MM trajectories was employed. The use of this strategy yields a remarkably good agreement between computed and experimentally determined spectral bands, the excitation energies corresponding to the absorption maxima being consistently underestimated by only 0.05−0.11 eV. Moreover, a systematic statistical analysis of the data extracted from the aforementioned trajectories allowed us to identify the main features affecting the absorption spectra.
Three main results emerge as a consequence of the analysis of our data: (i) the origin of the color tuning between the early intermediates along the rhodopsin photocycle is mainly governed by modifications in intrinsic properties of the structure of the retinal protonated Schiff base, which is modulated by changes that take place in the nearest protein environment as a consequence of chromophore relaxation upon photoinduced isomerization; (ii) several residues located in the protein-binding pocket shift the absolute value of the absorption maxima in all intermediates to a similar extent. In particular, the blue-shifting effect caused by Glu113, Glu181, and Ala292 residues is compensated in part by the presence of Gly114, Ala117, Thr118, Ser186, Cys187, Tyr191, and Tyr268, which promote a red-shift in the optical spectra; (iii) in addition to the expected electrostatic and dipolar interactions caused by Glu113 and Glu181, and the strong hydrogen bond formed with Glu113, other interactions such as π-stacking with Ala117 and Thr118 backbone atoms, van der Waals contacts with Gly114 and Ala292, and CH/π weak interactions with Tyr268, Ala117, Thr118, and Ser186 side chains are also involved in chromophore stabilization and, as a consequence, play a non-negligible role in modulating the spectral properties of the early photointermediates involved in the rhodopsin signal transduction pathway. .05 au) using a blue− green−red scale, such that blue, green, and red indicate strong attractive interactions, weak van der Waals contacts, and strong nonbonded overlaps, respectively. The interactions between some selected residues and the chromophore are enlarged in insets A−C. Figure 11 . Partial sequence alignment between rhodopsin, and blue, green, and red cone pigments. Only residues belonging to the final M9 model are included. Differences are highlighted in yellow. The residue numbers correspond to the rhodopsin sequence.
